
 
ENG 505:  Graduate Workshop in Creative Nonfiction 

Winter, 2013 
Dr. Brenda Miller 

Tues/Thurs 4-6, HU 304 
 

 
 
Office: Humanities 303, 650-3242 
Office Hours: Tues/Thurs 2:30-4, Wed 1-4, and by appt.  
 
 

“Essays end up in books, but they start their lives in magazines.  (It’s hard 
to imagine a book of recent but previously unpublished essays.)….The 
influential essayist is someone with an acute sense of what has not been 
(properly) talked about, what should be talked about (but differently).  But 
what makes essays last is less their argument than the display of a complex 
mind and a distinctive prose voice.” 

 —Susan Sontag, from The Best American Essays, 1992  
      

 
Please consider this a course in contemporary literature as well as a writing workshop.  We 
will be discussing current issues in the creative nonfiction genre, and you will be expected 
to read the class texts with scholarly and creative aplomb, using these texts as models (or 
“anti-models!”) for your own work.    
 
 
Getting published involves more than just writing your best work; it means knowing where that 
work will get a good reception, and how to revise so that you make it past the malevolent eyes of 
the first readers. To this end, we will research the current market in creative nonfiction, as well 
as the issues that are “up” in the creative nonfiction world. We will study samples from literary 
journals to analyze their stylistic and thematic tendencies. You will also write and revise your 
own essays, and you will prepare submission packets geared to specific journals.  
 
 
We will workshop your essays with an eye toward publication in the venue you choose. You 
should come away from this class with a clearer understanding of how to prepare your 
creative nonfiction for publication.  
 
Texts:  Metawritings: Toward a Theory of Nonfiction 
 Fourth Genre. Spring 2012 
 
 
Class Blog:  
English 505 WWU: http://eng505.wordpress.com/2012/12/14/welcome-to-english-505/ 
 
  



 
Assignments:   
 

§ A presentation packet on a literary journal of your choice (see handout) 
§ At least three blog posts on our class blog and consistent comments on others’ blog 

posts (this is your “5th hour” assignment) 
§ A short essay 
§ A longer essay (or series of short essays) 
§ A professional submission packet 

 
 
Grades: 
 
Grades will be based on your quality participation, both in-class and on the class blog; the depth 
and quality of your presentation on a literary journal; and the professional quality of your 
finished work. Drafts will NOT be graded.  
  



 
 
 

 
Course Calendar (subject to revision) 

 
 
Week One 
 
Tues, Jan. 8 
--Introduction to the course and to each other 
--Refresher on Creative Nonfiction: what is it, how do you write it?  
--Sign-up for individual presentations on the creative nonfiction market 
 
Thurs, Jan. 10 
Read my piece, “The Dog at the Edge of the World” in Metawritings, and the author interview. 
Prepare questions for me about creative nonfiction writing. 
 
Bring in 10 copies of your favorite short piece of creative nonfiction (from anywhere), with 
a brief written commentary on why you chose it.  You can excerpt from a longer piece (no 
more than 2 pages) or a complete short work.  
 
Week Two 
 
Tues, Jan. 15 
Read Metawritings: “Prologue” (Houston), “Meta-Introduction” (Talbot); “I Was There” (Van 
Meter), and “Genesis” (Day). Read the interviews that follow the last two pieces.  
 
Thurs, Jan. 17 
Read Metawritings: :The Facts of the Matter” (Anonymous); “The Girl is a Fiction” (Blackman); 
“On Dating” (Lazar), and the interviews with each author afterward. 
 
Week Three 
 
Tues, Jan. 22 
Writing Exercise Due 
Fourth Genre, TBA 
 
Tues, Jan. 24 
Fourth Genre, TBA 
 
 
Week Four 
 
Tues, Jan. 29 
Short Essay due for in-class workshop 
 
Thurs Jan. 31: Fourth Genre Or Metawritings: Choose one piece we haven’t yet discussed and 
write a short response to share with the class.  



 
Week Five 
 
Tues, Feb. 5  
Revision of Short Essay due. Presentations on Literary Journals 
 
Thurs, Feb. 7 
Presentations on Literary Journals 
 
Week Six 
 
Tues, Feb. 12 
Presentations on Literary Journals 
Workshop Essays Due from Group One 
 
Thurs, Feb. 14 
Workshop Group One essays. Essays due from Group Two  
 
Week Seven 
 
Tues, Feb. 19 
Group Two Workshop 
Essays due from Group Three 
 
Thurs, Feb. 21 
Group Three Workshop 
Essays due from Group Four 
 
Week Eight 
 
Tues, Feb. 26: Group Four Workshop 
 
Thurs, Feb. 28: Conferences to debrief from Workshop, no class meeting 
 

Week Nine 
 
Tues, March 5: Bring in revised draft of final essay for in class workshop 
 
Thurs, March 7: No class (AWP) 
 
 
Week Ten 
 
Tues, March 12: Discussion of publishing. Bring two copies of the draft of your publication 
packet to class. 
 
Thurs, March 14: Final reading.  Final Submission Packet Due  


